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Who are the Wicked? 
II Timothy says we should turn away from them – so how 

can we identify them? 

I‟ve relied heavily 
on the Prolog of this 
book of which is out 
of print, but is an 
excellent book;  

Also the book by 
Edward Hendrie, 
Solving Mystery 
Babylon the Great. 

 

Our whole world has 
been corrupted by the wicked one; 

to build soldiers right under the nose of believers. 

What we are going to cover today? - The history of evil 
dates from the Dark Ages to our day: to get a full picture of 
the patterns of evil. I by no means want to offend anyone 
by talking about political or religious subjects, but that is 
the world of S.A.Tan, & how he works, so both will be 

addressed as we study Patterns of the wicked.  

This is Pt. 1 out of 3. 

You are going to see – parts of the rest of the story! 
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Who wants to rule the world? 
     

 

 

 

 

Zeus- a fake god    Charlemagne       World leaders  

   

 

 

 

          A.I.                         Queen Elizabeth     

The Popes down through 
history….. NO shortages 

Remember the King  
of Kharzia was being 
threatened by 
Christianity from the 

west and Muslims from the south and they 
chose to become neutral by becoming 
Jewish to avoid war; those who call themselves 
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Jews today, but are not; had their start 
from Kharzia; remember that teaching 
from Matthew Nolan?  Today we will show 
a bit more of the rest of the story.  This is 

the same group of people, but now in this study they 
have traveled from Khazaria to what we know the 
land mass of Gaul - today known as Germany and 
France.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“The Frankish King Clovis 1st (465-511) founded the Merovingian kingdom of Gaul, 
(France/Germany) he was the most successful of the barbarian states of the 5th century. 
He is widely regarded as the originator of the French nation”.  

 

The prestige of the battle in 732 won Pepin III, Charles 
Martel‟s son the crown as King of the Franks. 
Charlemagne 768-814 the grandson of Charles Martel 
inherited the crown….Charlemagne turned the 
kingdom of the Franks into what became the Holy 
Roman Empire. The kingdom of the Franks started 
with Clovis I. Charlemagne was not a descended from 
Clovis 1. Charlemagne was the grandson of Charles 
Martel, a very influential mayor… 

. 
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King of France was just another play boy. The joke was buzzed around that Charlemagne 
populated most of Europe (768-814 and was ruler & then Pope of the Holy Roman Empire (800-
814 A.D) & is credited with completing the task of converting the Germanic tribes to Christianity. 
This was decades in the making. The Heathen tribes (Kharzian‟s) chose water baptism rather 
than facing death, so there was no real conversion of the heart. This will be played out again in 
our day as everyone will be coerced to take the mark of the Beast complying with the state? 
Patterns! 

Most of the Northeastern part of Germany inhabited primarily by the Slavonic tribes, they 
remained heathen; tribes who traveled from Khazaria. The Heathen were delighted to be called 
anything that opposed Christianity. There were until the 12th century, continual wars between 

the Heathens and Christians. Early in the 12th Century a breakthrough finally occurred when the 
missionaries began to preach the message of repentance. Under the conviction of the Holy 

Spirit, many of the Heathens truly repented and the evangelizing of the Germanic tribes began 
in earnest. This continued into the 13th century when all but 13 tribes converted to Christianity.  

You have heard of the 13 bloodlines of the Illuminati right? This is there start of “The Family” for 
this era. The one & most powerful of the 13 tribes who continuously refused the gospel 

message were the “Hecklers”. You may know them as the Merovingian‟s the 13th and most 
powerful family of the Illuminati.  

Please do not shoot the messenger. 

  Pg. 90.4, in the book “ Solving 
Mystery Babylon the Great by 

Edward Hendrie, “…It was 
through the establishment of 

monasteries that the Merovingian 
Jews, who‟s forefathers were the 

Alexandrian Gnostic, who 
paganize pg. 13 the church, 

began to infiltrate and mold the 
theology and practices of the 

Roman Catholic Church-.Catholic 
meaning = universal. So here 

starts the plans for world 
domination. 

 Many of the popes were 
Merovingian monks who forced 
masses of Jews to convert to Catholicism.   Taken from “To Hell 

with Sarah” -This 13
th
 line of the „Family‟ the Merovingian preferred 

the word Hecklers as their last name as it evolved from Heathen, 
which they proudly used in heckling the Christians. Instead of 

repenting and embracing the higher morality they rebelled, 
throwing themselves into a debauched worship of S.A.Tan which 
involved human blood sacrifices and sexual depravity, including 

rampant bestiality.  

Their total zealous worship of the devil won S.A.Tan notice, and 
favor, and S.A.Tan began to show them the mysteries of the 

kingdom of darkness, one of which is mind control.  
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Images of Mind Control   It will always be use to insight hatred towards a people group. You will see 

confusion & double standards in the use of mind control, & pressure to conform. 

      Black and white clothing, (dark-bright", "negative-positive") 
Handlers are mysterious and shadowy characters. Controllers are 
usually Jesuits. Beta Sex Kitten- alters; alternative personalities 
have to do with dressing like wildcat, often a tiger, leopard, or lion; 
one eye bigger than the other, or bleaching hair to a platinum 
blond. 

 

Monarch Butterfly Symbolism   

Mirrors, especially cracked or shattered mirrors, have to do with shattered and fractured 
personality created by traumatic abuse of mind control. 

 

The Wicked controls both sides of any situation or issue. Those who call themselves 
Jews and are not, who are in control use their own people as both victims and as the 
oppressors. The end justifies the means. So they oppress & kill their own people and 

then shout anti-Semitic! This is a pattern! This was the game plan for the end time 
scenario. They started in earnest during WWII.  

In 1118 A.D. a Colonel, Gunther Dietmar (Deet-ma) of the German Army from Hamburg 
became acquainted with a soldier under his command by the name of Frank Albert 

Heckler. Frank was the “Father” and controlled the minds of his “Family” with an iron fist 
through torture, absolute power over their mind and actions of each member by even 

performing murder on family members so all would comply through great fear. 
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The Colonel commissioned Frank Heckler to implement this practice of mind control 
over the ranks of the German army. Citizens of small 

towns were victimized and then disposed of. This 
practice is used worldwide today in a 1,000 ways of 
mind control in our military and upon unsuspecting 

civilian populations. Wonder why we have those who 
have lost their way. 

pg. 72; The protocols of 
the Learned Elders of 
Zion were the hidden 

hand behind the rise of 
Hitler to power. The III Reich put in practice the highest 

principles of the Papacy. Know this; that the 
Merovingian‟s believe themselves to be the blood line 

from the fallen angles.  

The crypto Jews, the Protocols 
of the Learned Elders of Zion 

are known by several names. Nazi, Jesuits, Bolsheviks, 
Communist, Catholics. 

Did you know America was picked to be the super soldier 
police of the world, the Big Green Military machine? 

  

This happened in 1945 when 
all nation‟s came to San 

Francisco Ca. to sign the U.N. Charter. 

 

Sinister figures who escaped to Argentina after WWII 
were brought to the United States under the protection of 
“project Paper Clip” for continuing studies of mind 
controlled in the desert of southern California; a project 
known as “The Monarch Project was born. 

What is the Monarch Project? 

1. Project Monarch: Nazi Mind Control - The Evolution... 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon02.htm 

best described as a form of structured dissociation and occultic integration, in order 

to compartmentalize the mind into multiple personalities within a systematic 

framework. 

1. Operation Monarch 

outpost-of-freedom.com/operatio.htm 
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Project Monarch is a US Defense Department code name assigned to a subsection of the Central Intelligence 

Agency's Operation Artichoke later became Project MK Ultra. Whereas Project Monarch was officially dedicated 

sometime in the early 1960's by the U.S. Army. 

 

Other Patterns that Corrupt the Youth 

    Baby Boomers 

When did the sub-culture 

start?  When did we have 

flower children; when did the 

drugs, LSD, acid; speed and 

heavy metal bands start?  

Brought over from England 

were the Beatles, from 

Dartford, United Kingdom; 

Mick Jagger, heavy metal bands playing in open parks for free in San Diego, Ca.   

All part of the 60‟s sub-culture … Hippies – it is all designed by the Wicked!    

 

Who are the Beatles?  A “little god”?? 

 

  

 

 

 

Notice the symbol at 

 the center of this picture.   

 
This is a symbol of  

MIND CONTROL! 
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2 Timothy 3:1-7 

1 This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. 

2 For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, 
disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, 

3 Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, 
despisers of those that are good, 
 
4 Traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; 
 
5 Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away. 
 
6 For of this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead captive silly women laden 
with sins, led away with divers lusts, 
 
7 Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. 

 

What we are seeing today is the fulfillment of this scripture.  

It is being manifest to all men who have eyes  

to see the wickedness of this type of people. 

 

 

  

 

This type of programming starts as early as 3 month old or in utero. Many do not survive the 

intense torture. As this first book [that I mentioned], reads about the main character, Sarah, 

whenever they wished they would call her back for a ritual, to enforce the programming they had 

but to activate a return program, and like a zombie she would obey, dropping whatever she was 

doing and return to that world of hate, cruelty, and death from which she longed to be free.  
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Let‟s go back to the Monarch Butterfly 
project again and what is  
their purpose for our day?  

We know there is nothing new  
under the sun.  

What was their original purpose? 

Back in the 1100‟s … it was war, control, 
power over the minds of soldiers …  
this has only intensified in our day. 

It was to obtain a soldier that would not question their orders but perform their duties 
perfectly and then not remember what they did.  

It would not scare their emotions or prick their conscience.   

How is this obtained? 

The subconscious is a filing cabinet for the conscious mind.  
It stores everything we have ever witnessed, felt, experienced or imagined.  

The information in the subconscious may lie forgotten for many years, but it remains 
intact as long as the person lives.  

If there is any trauma or fear involved in the experience, the subconscious may 
sometimes intentionally bury it never to be remembered again. The heathens learned 

how to bury triggers in the subconscious mind that, when activated, would bring up 
hidden memories against the persons will. 

This mind control goes off in thousands of different directions it is hard to account for 
them all. Some are developed into super soldiers, some sex-slaves; some have a 

photographic memory used as spies, some become actors, actresses, some authors, 
professors, priests, pastors. Today all high ranking CEO‟s in banking are mind 

controlled victims. We have judges, police officers, cooks, students at school. Our 
special ed-teachers call them “disassociated children” with special needs.  

Isa. 54:1 …for more are the children of the desolate than the children of  
the married wife, saith Yahuah. 

Why do so many now days have this disassociation disability; because we are in the 6th 
generation in America of these abused people streaming back to WWII. These 

personalities with heavy German accents enforcing the mind control triggers over that 
person‟s life, few ever escape the clutches of this control from the “Family”. The 

conscious mind, with the necessary motor skills to function and interact with the world 
around it, they may speak, walk, and carry on all normal activities, and in fact, the 

emotions can also be operated by the unconscious mind.  
They may experience a loss of time while under a different personality that was called 

up to be used for the Family‟s gain.  

For example: their assignment may be is to break into a house, steal an object and 
bring it to a family member. When they get back home they are triggered back to their 
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dominant personality and realize time was missing. How did it become 3 hours later? 
They are unaware of what happened but they do recognize the loss of time.  

In time the Hecklers also learned the art of demon trapping through conjuring and then 
imprisoning the demons in the victim‟s unconscious mind to act as triggers. Many 
witches today desire more demons for it equals more power of which they are in 

competition. 

“By the end of the 15th century, Germany consisted of a collection of sovereign ruling 
states under the control of the Hapsburg‟s.. They being a fragile politically unstable 
power, a weak influence over the people, the Hecklers taking advantage of this situation 
- started camps themselves!  - Programming camps - in Lubock, Kiel (Kyle) and 
Denmark. That is what they have planned for us. America and the world will be 
controlled at the “FEMA” camps for “Re- education to comply with the State‟s will. 
Pattern 

By the late1700‟s many of the governments of Europe as well as the West were eager 
to acquire the German military knowledge in programming and mind control 

techniques”. (pg. 22)  

1. Mind Control Techniques Used by the Media to Evoke ... control 

https://www.learning-mind.com/mind-control-techniques-media 

o  
1. Criminal TV shows. How do the elite numb us to violence? By showing extreme 

violence in … video games… 
2. Advertising. Everywhere you look in magazines, billboards, or advertisements on TV, 

there are … Mind control systems at work. 
3. Reality TV shows. Ask a child these days what they want to be when they grow up and 

the answer is… superheroes 
4. Politics. Want to gain an advantage over your political opponent? Spread some fake 

news.… 
See full list on learning-mind.com 

Such methods are based on Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) that is capable of 
controlling people‟s minds with psychological strategies and patterns. 

Officially the reason given -was that America would benefit from the superior 

intelligence the Germans had over ethnic groups. See how long in America they have 

played the race card.  However, this was nothing more than a clever guise by those in 

power to acquire the intelligence needed for their pursuit in the mastery of the secrets of 

mind control. They needed not only whose with knowledge of the secrets of mind 

control, but also the victims on which to experiment. pg. 22-23 What better victims than 

our military personnel & the ignorant population with T.V. programming, Channeling, 

https://www.learning-mind.com/mind-control-techniques-media/
https://www.learning-mind.com/mind-control-techniques-media/
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radio, fashions, movies, wars, freemasonry, secret societies, public schools, medication, 

and vaccines. LISTEN- This is a pattern, they had learned from the Hecklers that 

successful mind control increased exponentially through genetics.  

Ever heard of Bill and Linda Gates? 

Forced vaccines? 

Mandatory blood tests? 

GMO Foods? 

Patterns of FEAR even before you were born? 

In this mind control game played out by the elite they have to have a boogy man like 

bio-weapons, war, Muslims, Islam, White vs. Black, rich vs, poor and so on, to instill fear 

in the population. Fear is what is needed to increase the demon population in the 

citizens. See what they want to do to Yah‟s people? 

See why 365 times in Scripture it says “Fear Not!” 

 

Today we have COVID 19 … what does that mean? 

More FEAR! 

It means; we have an invisible boogy man now! COVID19 MEANS “Covenant” of 

Vaccine” your “ID”, 19, 2019 – meaning in Jewish Numerical Gematria –  

“1 = A. & 9 = I.”    19 = A.I. … or … Artificial intelligence.  

The of year 2019 must be very important to the Illuminati. 

See why Yah is stressing to us HIS “Covenant”! 

What will be the next fear mongering tactic they play on the population?  Who knows? 
I‟m sure we won‟t have to wait long. 

Do you know who “They” are? 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=a+cartoon+picture+of+an+ear&id=29D09A0B5D38157CAC4B39174B2C34F980491460&FORM=IQFRBA
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Patterns of Leaders 

They believe they are reincarnated 

They believe their descendants of the fallen angles. 

Obama was a pattern after Pharaoh Akhenaton. 

     

The beginning of this study I spoke of the King of France, King Charlemagne that he 
was jokingly spoken of as populating Europe, this is important to realize in this study of 
“The Wicked”, & their “PATERNS”.  Just like S.A.Tan in the Garden of Eden, they want 

their DNA to populate the world with their off spring; in the 60‟s we had the phrase- 
make love not war, insinuating sex, lots of sex. We have seen Prince Andrew, Jeffery 
Epstein, Bill Clinton, leaders around the world caring out their order so the Nephilim 

population can grow. They hate Yah‟s people!   

They set themselves up as kings of nations, but since the beginning of this country, 
America, has been with 100% certainty that the one with the most French Merovingian 
blood would always be president of the United States. That is why Hillary lost & for no 
other reason. The Elites have a code they have to live by. When Donald Trump ran for 
President, as programmed, they knew he would win. They groomed him since he was 
born like they do all Merovingian‟s. They knew his blood line & he having more French 

blood and by their own rules, he would be the next president of the United States. It‟s all 
an act! It‟s all a show!  In scripture Paul says; not to worry about needless genealogy, 

but the elite are …  

Keeping Strict Track of who’s who! 

   I want to say, I‟m not 
political, 

I just want the truth! 

I just want to show you the 
players and how they play. 

We have got to know what 
our eyes witness. 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-
bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6L
y93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGF
ybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVU
UwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-

MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-
6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2x

U7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS  

You guys know what Henry Ford had to say about my people‟s bloodlines, right? 
https://t.co/zNd5Df0WdC 

It‟s not the first time Trump has made comments touting superior genetics. In 2018, 
during a dinner with top world business leaders, he reportedly made comments praising 

the “good bloodlines” and “amazing DNA” in the room. He‟s praised his own “good 
genes” on several occasions and has been known to agree with eugenics 

 

Remember this is all by design.  
From the time Merovingian elite are born there is a plan for their lives. 

They show the sheeple what to think and do and the sheeple follow  
as if it were all very normal. 

 

You see, The old Gaul‟s ruling class, The Merovingian, the French are the “So Called 
”Divine” Merovingian blood line, the most powerful of all the 13 illuminati family 

members, & they are placed as world leaders, & they are from all races. Donald Trump 
just happens to be the appointed one in power of the illuminati “Family” for just a time as 

this. 

They told you some of their story in the movie:  

“The DaVinci Code”. 

 

BLOG//Los Angeles Review of Books (LARB) reads- 

 

Trump the Merovingian 06/23/2017 

Quote: “Trump is a Merovingian, a near-perfect reincarnation of the early medieval 
Germanic king. His personality and approach to governing almost exactly replicate the 
patterns and preferences of the men who ruled France from 481-732, descendants of 

the warrior-made-king of the Franks known as Clovis the Merovingian”.  

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-henry-ford-good-bloodlines_n_5ec70aecc5b63a1f62e49030?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20vc2VhcmNoP3E9cHJlcywrVHJ1bXBzK2Jsb29kbGluZSt0bytDaGFybGVtYWduZSZzcmM9SUUtU2VhcmNoQm94JkZPUk09SUVTUjNBJnBjPUVVUFBfVUUwNA&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeFVa9sGBA-9Adb2asPa5xRG0Cs9uucb0SfE5B2-MhwHzAPq5aBULiNi8I2axia-6HXnxHEuinhaPkDo2UKNUWPSlBDhMfLgm0QFSBMjtgr_NB_lsxH4zSq49bTy3Fzv2xU7Lk5B6P51jGk_83GW3KyOWZ3go8oxdMhodlvykjS
https://t.co/zNd5Df0WdC
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/donald-trump-bleinheim-dinner-guests-great-bloodlines-2018-10?utm_source=reddit.com&r=US&IR=T
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44457471
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44457471
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-eugenics_n_57ec4cc2e4b024a52d2cc7f9
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The Merovingian‟s believe they are the blood line is of the fallen angels. HE is aware of 
this, he believes it. He is a Crypto Jew and Crypto Jews are known by many names. All 
Crypto Jews are Jesuits, Bolsheviks, Catholics, a Marxist, this makes him a communist. 

    We do not know the 
names of the cap 
stone head of the 

pyramid of the 
Illuminati, who call 
themselves “the 

Eagles” who run the 
whole family and 

assign babies their lot 
in life. Pres. Trump is 
over the Queen of 

England.  
He is over the Pope.  This information you may not have heard of before. That is why 

He walked in front of the Queen of England and got away with it.  
 

We have to know what we are looking at. 

 Knowing the “protocol of the Learned Elders of Zion” is for  

our eyes to see and understand. 

          

 

Pres. Trump says; he is highly intelligent,  

out-wits his opponent.  

He had a successful T.V. “program” …  

called the “Apprentice”. 

 

Did you know that wearing a mask in the occult is called - “The Apprentice”!!! 

 

What kind of a mask is he wearing? 
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The Disney movie “Fantasia” had an Apprentice as the main character. Remember they 

are channeling us in T.V. and movies what they plan to do – what did the Apprentice do 

in the Disney movie Fantasia?  He made a mess of everything!  Is Pres. Trumpet 

making a mess of our nation? It‟s not all the left. We have more homeless, hungry 

hurting people now then any time in American history. Up to the time when he gave our 

nation away he was the top law enforcer of America He was the commander and chief. 

He ran on the ticket of “Lock Her Up”. But the first thing he did in public was to honor 

Hillary and Bill for the good things they did for this country. Remember all Merovingian‟s 

are communist. He won‟t put his blood line family in prison.  

Yes! He is a Crypto Jew. Did you know he went to Fordham University and  
trained as a Jesuit; 1964-68. 

I want you to see the sleight of hand, the subtle ways evil works.  
We are really going to address this in pt. 3. 

*  

Since 1969 both Yale and Harvard placed a Jesuit college on their universities grounds. 

Who has attended Yale? 

Pres. Jimmy Carter 

Richard Nixon 

James A Gafield 

William Howard Taft 

Geoge H.W. Bush 

George W. Bush 

Who went to Harvard? 

John Adams 

John Quincy Adams 

Rutherford B. Hayes, 

Theodore Rossevelt 

Franklin D. Rosevelt and  

John F. Kennedy 

Although President Eisenhower did not attend Yale or Harvard,  
Pres. Eisenhower was a Crypto Jew.   

Total of 13 presidents attended Yale. 5- Presidents went to Yale in my life time, Bill 

Clinton was trained as a Jesuit at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., & 1 

president was Jewish. So the total of Presidents indoctrinated with the Jewish Talmud 

who hate the goyim is 7 in my life time. 
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Presidents in order in my life time:  

1.Eisenhower - 2 terms, 8 years.   2. Kennedy, -3 ½ years.  3. Nixon, 4 years. 

4. Carter, 4 years.   5. Bush, 4 years.   6. Clinton, 8 years.  7. Bush, 8 years. =    

39 ½ years of Jesuit rule in America - more than ½ of my life. 

 

Did you hear Pres. Trump in his speech in Late August 
2020 that the vaccines were coming by the military in – 
quote – “a mighty manner” as early as this fall and he is 
also pushing 5G. 4G causes diabetes; 5G is a weapon to 
kill humanity. He knows what‟s going on; he is pushing 
forward with agenda 2021. 

  

Are we in the storm now or are we just seeing  
the thunder clouds? 

He says one thing and does another,  
have you noticed?  

He gave America away Friday -  
13th March 2020. 

 

When he said; it has been a privilege  

to be your president … 

He gave it to FEMA, & remember:  

FEMA runs “Re-Education Camps.” 

America is under a nationwide emergence, this 

increases federal support  “$$$.$$”  to the Department 

of Health and Human Services in its role as the lead 

federal   agency of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic response.  
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What is being programmed in the future?  
This was aired in 2000, on the Simpson‟s show.  
Then it came to pass in the years 2015.  

 This seems to be all scripted and programmed. 

 

When is this picture scripted to play out? 

 „The Simpsons‟ had predicted Donald Trump‟s death on 
August 27, 2020. 

 Is Pres. Trump a distraction? … who or what are they  
programming for us? 

Deutsche Bank is a global, multinational investment bank 

and financial services company headquartered in Frankfurt 

Germany, & is privately owned. The Deutsche bank has under its wings,    

The Vatican Bank, Chase National Bank – now JP Morgan Chase Bank – USA Bank.  

In 2019, they experienced a whopping 90 % loss in the last 3 months of that year. 2019 

– the year the dollar died, a year that happened not by accident. 2019 ushered in 

“COVID 19” What‟s so special of that year? 

Head line; Christian Sewing, Deutsche Bank CEO joins “Closing Bell: to talk about its 

association with Jeffrey Epstein. Why was this matter to be discussed by Bankers?  

Wonder why we are going through this global reset NOW – did Jeffery Epstein‟s 

“DEATH” have anything to do with a 90% loss at the Deutsch bank,& the a new 

currency scheduled by Jan. 1st, 2021? 
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Do the Scriptures Speak of a Worldwide Conspiracy?  

 

Jer. 11:9   And Yahuah said unto me, A conspiracy is found among the men of 

Judah, and among the inhabitants of Jerusalem.”  

What has changed?  Do we not have the Crypto Jews inhabiting Jerusalem? saying 

they are Jews, but are not! – meaning they are from the house of Judah!  

Setting up conspiracies worldwide? 

You Bet! 

Yahuah told us there is a conspiracy coming out of Judah & in Jerusalem. 

What power brokers live there?  

The Merovingian Crypto Jews, the ones from the fallen angels blood line.  

That is where I‟m going to leave us right now until we come back for Part 2 of … 

“Who Are The Wicked?” 

(Meet us at the next presentation.). 

 


